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STRANGER AND STRANGER
As a result of local press publicity, the activities of the PRA
group have become more well known and subsequently I have
received a number of interesting telephone calls.
In several cases this has led to an interview with the caller
and as a result, some very strange stories have come to light
and not all of them connected with UFO's.
Several of the incidents have been included in this months OVNI
newsletter fo� your interest·�
TRIANG ULAR LIGHTS SEEN NEAR WILLINGTON
The witness, (we will call him 'Brian') who is a keen aircraft
spotter
and
is
self-employed,
lives
at
West
Hallam
near
Ilkeston.
On a night late last year, believed to have been in
November, he was travelling along the A5132 and had just passed
through Willington.
'Brian• takes up the story: "The traffic was very heavy, it's quite a narrow two- way road
and all the cars. had their headlights ·on.
The cars behind me
were very close and a lot of reflections were coming from the
cars coming the opposite way, because its a narrow road and
there was a lot of light".
"I was driving along and I don't know, something just caught my
eye.
I•m an aircraft watcher anyway and if a plane flies
overhead, I 1 ook up a1 ways
It d o·esn 1 t matter whether it 1 s
night or day or what it is, it's an automatic reaction".
•

"Something caught my eye and I
1 ooked up and I saw this
'shape', a configuration of lights.
What it was, it was like
two pyramid shaped triangles, they were together almost, but
staggered (see sketch).
Y ou caul dn•t actua 11 y see a defined
outline of triangles, but it was made up of triangles".
"The height, I suppose it must have been 500• to 10001 up and
I thought that to be 1, 000'
it appeared to be about 100' long.
up and to be 100' lon�, it must have been a b
big aircraft
and it's going to make a lot of noise".
•

•

•

•

•

"Then I thought, hang on a minute, it•s all these lights, its a
reflection off my rear view mirror or sun visor or something,
I
, shining onto the dashboard and reflecting onto the window.
wound the window down on my drivers side and it was still
There was no noise, I kept
there, it was keeping pace with me.
but all the traffic was going by and I was
looking at it,
something that1 s going away,
is it
figure out,
trying to
something that•s going to the r ight or is it something that•s
about to go overhead, I cauldn • t rea 1 1 y say whi eh way it was
going".
"It annoyed me so much, because I caul dn1t figure out what it
On planes, on the wingtips, you get the white
was going to do.
fl ashing ( strobe) 1 ights, you get the red and the green, you
get headlights ( 1 anding 1 i ghts) on the front, we were near to
even the power stations
(East Midlands Airport),
Donnington
But this had no lights other than
have red lights on the top.
the two •triangles• and that•s all there was, there was nothing
else there at all".
Question:

What direction was··it flying in?

all I got was just this shape in the sky, I
"I don•t know,
If it had a row
didn1t know whether it was coming towards me.
like you can see in an aircraft, then you could
of windows,
have seen which way it was flying, but I couldn1t see which way
it was going and as I say, it ·was really big, I thought that I
should be able to work that out, but because the traffic was so
I1ve got some binoculars in
bad, I couldn•t pull in and stop.
1 oak at anything, birds,
to
them
. ry
car
a 1 ways
I
my car,
aircraft, anything".
"I eventually did find a turning, by the time I pulled in there
and jumped out of my car, it had vanished, there was nothing
there at all!
Even at that distance, a plane of that size, by
I would have seen it in some
the time that I had stopped,
direction somewhere, there should have been something showing,
but there was nothing".
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This incident took place approx. 8 miles to the South of the
Ga rry Sta p 1 eton sighting of a "·F 1 y ing Tr ia ng 1 e " a t B re adsa 1 1
11-11-92 (note the similarities: OVNI November 92).

Leonard H.Stringfield
The PRA has recently been in touch with this well known
American UFO investigator and author and obtained two of his
recent publications, Status Report 1 1 1 & lV.
There are several new and amazing revel ations made in these
documents, including information on the shooting of an Alien (a
"Gray") on an American Air Base on the 18th of January 1978.
The body of
runways, was
1 ater placed
Patterson Air

the Alien, which lay on one of the aircraft
cordoned off by "Blue Beret" security palice and
in a container and flown off to the Wright
Force Base.

Leonard H. Stringfiel d has served on several of the major UFO
organizations, including a term with MUFON.
Additional UFO-related experiences includes co-operation with
the Air Defense Command filter center, screening UFO reports in
Ohio (1953-57).
He also: served as an "Early Warning Co
ordinator" for the University of Colorado UFO Project (196768), screening UFO reports for possible scientific study;
former investigator, Southwestern Ohio, Center for UFO Studies;
and adviser to Sir Eric Gairy, former Prime Minister of
Grenada,
1977-78,
during his efforts to establish a UFO
research agency within the framework of the United Nations.
In 1981, Len was recognised in the MUFON Symposium Proceedings
for his contributions to MUFON and his achievements in the UFO
field. Len and his wife Dell, reside in Cincinnati, USA.
In a letter to the Phenomenon Research Association,
Len
confided that he is presently in touch with an American
scientist who claims that he interrogated a live Alien at a
secret US facility during the 1970's!
Leonard H. Stringfield, privately published a book last year
which includes much new information about crash retrievals
etc., including Roswell and Kedisbury Pa. crashes.
The title is "UFO Crash/Retrievals,
Report Vl

The

Inner Sanctum" (Status

•

The price of the book is $18.50 plus $6.00 airmail.
international money order, or draft on a US Bank.

Order by

Leonard 's publication 11 Status Report V11 . is currently in short
supply, but he hopes to have more copies available during the
next few weeks.
I feel sure that we are going to hear a lot more about Leonard
H. Stringfield's investigations in the future!

MUFON

Symposium Proceedings

Leonard H. Stringfield
Len St�i��:ielj retired in
as Director of ?�blic Rela
t:o�s ar.d Ma�keting Services for
DuEcis Che:r�ica:.s, a division of
c:--.emed C�:-p., after 31 years se r
'li·::e with the company.
For over 30
years he has also served several :Jf
:he �ajar �?0 or�anizati�ns in a
�ubl:c rela:i�ns capacity, includ
ing a term on the �TIJFON Board of Di
r e c t o rs .
1991

-

In

a dd i

t i o n to authoring

·

In

side Saucer P8st, 3-0 3lue (1957)
describing his ac t i v i t i es as Direc
tor of Ci v i lian Research Internlan
et a ry Flytng Objects (C.R.I.F.O.),

and Situation Red: The UFO Siege
(1977), Len has now authored four
Status Reports since 1978 on his

investigations of UFO
al cases.

crash/retriev

ABSTRACT
New testimonial evidence and a document are bared in Status
Report IV, fo l l ow i n g the re-emergence in 1 98 3 of the informant
whose experience, as a witness, was first disclosed t hree years
earlier and published as Case A3 in St atus Report III, 1982.
The source, a sergeant in the Air Force Security Police at
Mc Gui re AFB, adds substantive information rel a t i v e to the re
ported fatal encounter on January 18, 1978, b etwee n an alle ged
alien entity and a Ft. Dix MP and rel at es his firsthand obs e rva
tion, while on duty, when t he slain en t i ty was found on an aban
The source also reveals his sensi
doned runway at McGuire AFB.
tive-involvement with authorities in various agenc ies following
his discharge from service because of his disclosures to this
Al?O reported are the communications with the source
writer.
and an arr3nged meeting between the source and a col
1980
since
Investigation
league to lend back-up credibility to the case.
continues.

The PRA has now obtained copies of
11 UFO/Crash Retrievals : The Evidence11
Status Report 1 1 1
&
11 The Fatal
Encounter At Ft. D I X-McGu ire" Status Rept. 1 V.
They w � ll be available (on loan) to members
only, 1n the near future.
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MORE THOUGHTS FROM JEFF WHITEAR

2- 2-93

As we know all energy

forms can be

used in

adversely,

be harmful.

In recent years

of course,

this Earth's and Solar energy phenominon,
increase of fluctuating potentials

-

beneficial way and

a

looking at

with its sudden

has

it at last

opened

our

eyes to this form of forgotten energy.
The pyramid,

I

believe,

energy is being used,
flow,

is showing us one way in which this

with a constant

low

level

of this energy

this £low reversing as with the standing stones at sun set

and sun rise.

So the benefit o£ this energy within the pyramid

is to preserve the body.
of course,

Building the pyramids in Egypt will,

give them the constant

supply

o£ solar energy,

plus

the constant £low of water o£ the River

Nile giving the added

boost to the earth's energy,

potential.

The energy flow created

a negative

within the

pyramid as

I see it will

react on the water molecule breaking it down into oxygen and

y

h drogen,

therefore removing all moisture.

The reasons for this angle of t�ought is as follows:

1.

Animals that stray and die

because trapped within

the pyramids are found dehydrated

and preserved

not decomposed.

2.
/3.

It

is also suggested that

food will

keep longer

within the pyramid shape.
Plus the razor blade that

becomes sharper!

this effect has been created by

but

the moisture on

the blade being removed as studies have shown.
So

I

am suggesting that one purpose

preserve the body using
the pyramid

o£ this energy is to

the collective

- removing the moisture

so

£low

of

energy

formed by

no bacteria can survive.

The Crop Circles at Wanborough, Surrey : Summer 199 2
Can you spot the " IFO"
Photo :Jeff Whitear

A STRANG E NIG HT ENCO UNTER

One of the incidental stories that has come to light during the
interviewi ng of a 1 oca 1 UFO witness is reproduced below.
A
good yar n or something more sinister••••• what do you think?
During the mid-sixties, the witness lived and worked in Spain
and in order to visit his home in the Midlands and he often
hitch-hiked through Spain and France and then up fr om the South
of England.
It was during one of these journeys that this
incident took place.
The witness tells his story : We were hitch-hiking back, two of us and unfortunately,
lift that we had just had, dr opped us off in the middle of
countryside.
Which is bad news for any hitch-hiker because
can1t get a lift in the middle of the countryside, plus
fact that it was a pitch black night.

the
the
you
the

We were still hitching for a lift, when a car pulled up and the
chap said 11jump in lads, where are you going to?11
We said that
I
we were going to Nottingham or Derby, either one would do.
can1t remember where we were at the time, but we were coming up
from the South to the North.
To make conversation, we said to him 11What 1 s the weather been
He said, 11 I think it1s
like here, has it been very good?11
been quite sunny11 , I said 11 you think it1s been quite sunny?11
then he said 11 0h yes, it1s been quite sunny. ..
I said that we
had been in Spain and didn1 t know what the weather had been
like in England.
He then said that he woul dn1 t know what the temperature was
" It starts at the neck
because 11 I 1ve got a plastic suit on11•
here, you can1t see it, it1s under my clothes11•
111 can shov1
you the edge of it, it goes from my neck and my cuffs, goes all
the way over my body and it goes right down to my ankles11•
11 I1ve got a skin complaint and I can1 t feel the temper atur e of
the outside world, you see11•
It was dark in his car and I
cauldn1 t see the edge of his cuffs, as though you cauld see
anything hanging out of his cuffs just like that!
He said 11 and this is the ·reason I can1 t feel the out side
The car
temperature.. .
We said 11Yes, oh sure, we understand11•
carried on and then he said 11 this is far as I can take you11 and
once again he dropped us off in the middle of the countryside
in the pitch black!
We said 11 0. K. thanks ver y much11 and we
took our bags out and he said 11 sorry I couldn1t help you any
more11 and he drove off.
The car went off into the night and you caul d see the red
lights of his car, it was pitch black and we were in the middle
of the countryside and you could see nothing else only the red
His car went off down the road,
lights going down the road.
turned a distant corner , took off in the air and vanished!

We couldn't believe our eyes, a spaceman with a suit on and his
car's just took off!
We walked around the corner, we discovered an airfield on the
left hand side and as he had got to the corner a plane must
have taken off!
I don't kno� what kind of airfield it was, I
don't even know where it was, it was in the middle of nowhere!
I can't understand why he didn't know whether it had been warm
or cold, you would have known that whether you had a· suit on or
not, he said the suit was so thin, he didn't even know it was
there
?
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

We are always pleased to hear from our old friend Pat Delgado
( Co-author of " Circular Evidence: Bloomsbury Press).
In a recent letter,
Pat expressed his concern about the
direction that the World is taking.
He believes that no one
group is in a position to change anything on Earth and that
changes wi 1 1 come from a "hi-'gher 1 evel".
We have received two articles from Pat, one describing how a
mandelbrat pictogram shape caul d be made and a second more
thought provoking 1 etter on his thoughts about the future of
the human race on this planet.
MA KING A MANDELBROT PI CTOGRAM
By Pat Delgado
Soon after the Mandelbrat Set pictogram. appeared at Ickleton
and in face of the general opinion that the heart shape was
almost impossible to reproduce by simple means, the seeds of an
idea formed in my head.
It was only very recently that I decided to lay
simplest method of achieving the main heart shape.

out

the

drawing can be reproduced using only paper, penci 1 , ruler,
six pins ( or three to do one half at a time) and, in my case,
six pieces of wood dowling drilled axially to push the pins
through to form the cylinders or drums.
A

The further the lanyard anchor point is taken up the line D-D
the flatter wi 1 1 be the base of the shape where the 1 anyard
swings free of any cylinders.
This almost flat portion seems
to be a feature of the computer generated shape.
The units of the dimension for the pin positions are given in
the diagram.
Wherever or however the principle is applied it
is fairly easy to produce a symmetrical and near perfect shape
of any size.

�1Af'lDELBROT SET
P. DE.LGADO
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Method of
Scribing

pr6ducing

end

of

lanyard is held at

cylin�ers 2A,2C,2B
Keeping

the

clockwise

and

at

Set

shape.

point X

then

taken round

line D-D.
X and swing the scribe

�nchored at

lanyard taut start

unwrapping

continue on
finish at

main Mandelbrot

any

point on

the lanyard from

cylinders 2A,2C,2B

and

to wrap the lanyard round

cylinders lB,lC,lA

to

point

X.

The cylinders

provide a smooth transition

progresses

scribe a continuously variable radii.

to

cotton round
Changing

anchor

the

and lead of pencil makes a

the cylinder diameters and

infinite variety

as

of other shapes.

positions

lanyard
A

useful

will

loop

of

lanyard.

give

an

WHAT OF
By

THE FUTURE?

Pat Delgado

There have been a great many changes in the time that has passed,
changes in people,

attitudes and

events,

some inevitable others

significant in their own right.
During the

autumn

I could foresee the

of last year

pattern

of

events and situations that were to take place this year.
Consequently
•

I

involved with
even so,

decided to observe from the side lines and become
visits

I met

to crop circle

many old friends

There is no doubt

that the hoaxing

confusion,

is amazing such

but it

sites

and

on

a limited basis,

made many new ones.

element
a

high

has created some

percentage of people see

that as the natural progression of humanity.
maelstrom of

manual

with it,

the

true

serenely

as

ever

replication

and

the

brought

simple crop circle phenomenon continues
as it probably has done

Not only have we seen the evolution of
with the expectations of ascending
this and because of it,
many directions.

Beneath the

insincerity it
for

crop

interest

as

thousands of years.
circles keep pace
but

parallel with

has been the expansion of human minds in

This is a mino� miracle in itself because it has

elevated many thousands of people's thinking capacity to heights
unattainable by usual mundane standards.
Some crop circle groups have petered out,
inability to see

mandatory requirement to embrace a
run parallel to
level people are

possibly through the

beyond crop circles or not recognising the
wider

the original subject.

scope of mysteries that

I

am sure that at whatever

aware of crop circles their

minds

have

benefitted to some degree of positive expansion.
Again this year many people have

experienced the continuance of

inexplicable sights and sounds,

both

circles.

mysterious phenomena can occur

My

analysis shows that

almost anywhere at any time.

It

in and away from crop

would

be

true

categories of phenomena are associated with
and this may be related to expectancy.
to reveal

anomalies that defy the

to say that certain

certain localities

Photography

also continues

experts and specialists.

There

are individual prints of crop circles developed from an otherwise
perfect roll which have all over hues or bands or blobs of red or
blue.

Other photos have captured

at ground

level.

Tape recorders

mysterious
are

variety of strange sounds in and out of
The most popular or 'buzz' feeling
of something very significant or
our planet within a few years.
begun,

which

I

wide is the expectancy

catastrophic

say

record a

doors.

world

even

Some

objects in the sky or

continuing to

will occur

on

it has already and subtly

must say is my feeling.

There are at least five ways in which this speculative change
may take place.

1.

A rapid relocation

of the planet's

sudden flip of the Earth's magnetic

energy

poles

forces,

such as a

axis to a dramatically

new position.

We are not sure whether all

creatures including

plants and geology have become magnetically oriented

ourselves,

and established with the magnetic axis in its
2.

A

shift

a wobble

3.

A

4.

The

5.

A

in

the Earth's rotational axis or

effect

rapid

as when a spinning top

degradation of the ·Earth's

present
the

begins

to

protective

position.

earth

developing

slow down.
ozone

layer

causing intolerable climatic changes.
large

scale depletion of social standards,

following an
rapid

wars and famine

exponetial curve.

change in neighbourly attitudes

resulting in

the escalation of love,

bodies of most

between countries,

peace

and

countries would require some

unity.

The ruling

'control' to bring

this about.
I am sure there are many other suggestions,

some even more valid

than those mentioned.

Perhaps some conditions

the result of others.

One thing is for sure,

stand still
you

think

and maybe we will progress upwards or

we

Information
about
have

will be

caused by

mankind does not
downwards,

do

have the choice?

is continuing to be leaked,

the infiltration into our
probably

been among us for

societies

between humans

of

Also

abductions,

To me it appears that

and aliens,

alien entities who

a long time.

mutilations of animals and people,
genetic engineering.

or orchestrated to do so

the publication

of continuing

mind control and

what
of

is occurring

names,

departments,

sources and

locations of hitherto sensitive information is being

metered out

to the public in doses that

enable us to
exploded on
disbelief
If this

become acclimatised.

anarchy and the collapse of

intelligence and in

eventually

an all powerful

However,

returning to a
there

there will

is

discard

feet on

is fire and

I

those

those in

they had

product of this see saw

ball of absolute intelligence.
the ground attitude,

am sure in the not

be further revelations.

information

to raise humans

process,

produce replacement

be surpassed by

engineered whereby the final

be

is smoke

any of it

the

if this line of thought were extended,

would

genetically

its

been undergoing

those who are presently in control.

Just imagine,

effect may

total

as we know it.

modification accompanied by analytical

is deemed unnecessary in order to

now

were suddenly

the human race,

The reason appears to be the need

to very high level of
entities for

from

controlling governmental bodies has

specific and purposeful
surveillance.

tolerated and

truth

society

information is to be believed then

all that

be

the

the public the result would range

to

societies and

control

can

If all

where there

too distant future

The escalation of 'leaked'

will continue and it will be interesting to see if
officially

verified.

TALE ENDERS
Jeff Whitear has sent us a list of recorded volcanic eruptions
and earthquakes si nee December 1988.
It shows a progressive
increase to date.
The 1 ist wi 1 1 probab 1 y be produced in the
next issue of OVNI in chart form.
Omar Fowler gave a talk to the Conservative Coffee Group at the
1 eisure Centre, Melbourne during their morning meeting on the
16th March.
After initial curiosity, the audience sat quietly
stunned by some of the revelations made during the audio / visual
talk. This was followed by a probing question / answers session.
Has anyone any news on the result of the "Global Deception"
conference that took place at the Wembley arena on the 9 / 10th
January this year?
Another sub j ect that we were unable to include this month, was
the full report on the West Bridgford sighting on 11th January
1993. The primary witness Mrs V.A.Scott has now j oined the PRA.
Next issue,
we expect to include detai 1 s of
Horatio Penrose, RN Retd, case that took place
the 13th May 1954.

•

We
are
now
exchanging
magazines
publication of St.Austell, Cornwall
members information.

•

the Commander
near Derby on

Places"
"Wild
with
the
A copy is available for

If you missed the Monday 15th March, UFO programme on SKY TV,
which featured
Jenny
Randles
and
Timothy
Good,
plus
many
others. A recording is available for members only, on loan.
NEXT MEETING
There will be a meeting at the
Ilkeston ( take the A609 ) next
WEDNESDAY

Stanley

Club,

Stanley

Common,

March 24th at 8PM

There will be an audio / video presentation, which will include
some of the 1 atest footage from the USA.
This features fi 1 m
shot from the Space Shuttle of a UFO seemingly taking avoiding
action after a beam of some kind ( laser? ) had been fired at it.
There
is
also
an
amazing
shot,
( taken accidently, during
overhead UF O activity ) of what appears to be an Alien entering
a house by means of the bathroom window
•

•

•

•

•

The Audio presentation includes an experienced UF O investigator
describing
how
an
alien
intelligence
was
contacted
and
subsequently visited his house in human form!
Non members welcome:

ADMISSI ON FOR THE ABOVE MEETING - 50P

